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Introduction to Radiation Introduction to Radiation 

PhysicsPhysics

““Radioactive DecayRadioactive Decay””

ObjectivesObjectives

•• NuclidesNuclides
•• RadioactivityRadioactivity
•• Radioactive Decay ProcessRadioactive Decay Process
•• HalfHalf--LifeLife
•• Decay ConstantDecay Constant

NuclidesNuclides

•• Species of atoms characterised by:Species of atoms characterised by:
–– Number of protonsNumber of protons

–– Number of neutronsNumber of neutrons

–– Energy content of the atomic nucleusEnergy content of the atomic nucleus
•• Two forces acting in opposition:Two forces acting in opposition:

–– Repulsive Coulomb force between protonsRepulsive Coulomb force between protons

–– Attractive force of Attractive force of subnuclearsubnuclear particlesparticles

N
A
Z XA = Mass NumberA = Mass Number

Z = Atomic NumberZ = Atomic Number
N = Number of N = Number of 
NeutronsNeutrons

Nuclear StabilityNuclear Stability

•• Only certain combinations of neutrons and Only certain combinations of neutrons and 
protons in nucleus are stable.protons in nucleus are stable.

•• Line of stabilityLine of stability
–– N/Z N/Z ≈≈ 1 for low Z nuclides1 for low Z nuclides

–– N/Z N/Z ≈≈ 1.5 for high Z nuclides1.5 for high Z nuclides

•• Nuclides with odd number N and Z tend to Nuclides with odd number N and Z tend to 
be unstable!be unstable!

RadioactivityRadioactivity

•• Unstable combinations of N and Z existUnstable combinations of N and Z exist
–– BUT overtime permute to stable nucleiBUT overtime permute to stable nuclei

•• Stability achieved by conversion of a N to Stability achieved by conversion of a N to 
Z or Z or vice versavice versa
–– Accompanied by emission of energyAccompanied by emission of energy

Radioactive DecayRadioactive Decay

•• Nuclides that decay to a more stable nucleiNuclides that decay to a more stable nuclei
–– RadioactiveRadioactive
–– Several TypesSeveral Types

•• A nuclide may undergo several decays A nuclide may undergo several decays 
before it becomes stable before it becomes stable 
–– Decay chainDecay chain
–– Example: Uranium 238 has 14 successive Example: Uranium 238 has 14 successive 

decays to form a stable Lead 206decays to form a stable Lead 206
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Radioactive DecayRadioactive Decay

•• Parent Nuclide:Parent Nuclide:
–– Radionuclide at the beginning of a particular Radionuclide at the beginning of a particular 

decaydecay

•• Daughter Nuclide:Daughter Nuclide:
–– Nuclide produced by decay Nuclide produced by decay 
–– May or may not be stableMay or may not be stable

Nuclear TransformationNuclear Transformation

•• Most Most radionuclidesradionuclides decay in one or more of decay in one or more of 
the following ways:the following ways:
–– Alpha decay (Alpha decay (αα))
–– BetaBeta--minus emission (minus emission (ββ--))
–– BetaBeta--plus (positron) emission (plus (positron) emission (ββ+)+)
–– Electron captureElectron capture
–– Isometric transitionIsometric transition

Alpha DecayAlpha Decay

•• The spontaneous emission of an alpha The spontaneous emission of an alpha 
particle from nucleusparticle from nucleus
–– Identical to a helium nucleus consisting of 2 Identical to a helium nucleus consisting of 2 

protons and 2 neutrons.protons and 2 neutrons.

•• Seen in heavy nuclides (A>150)Seen in heavy nuclides (A>150)

•• Often followed by gamma and Often followed by gamma and 
characteristic xcharacteristic x--ray emission.ray emission.

Alpha ParticleAlpha Particle

•• The heaviest and least penetrating form of The heaviest and least penetrating form of 
radiationradiation

•• Emitted from atomic nucleus with discrete Emitted from atomic nucleus with discrete 
energies in range 2 energies in range 2 –– 10 10 MeVMeV

•• Approximately FOUR times heavier than a Approximately FOUR times heavier than a 
proton or neutron.proton or neutron.

•• Described by the following equationDescribed by the following equation

•• Alpha particles not typically used in Alpha particles not typically used in 
medical imagingmedical imaging
–– Limited range (1 cm / Limited range (1 cm / MeVMeV in air and less than in air and less than 

100 100 μμm in tissue)m in tissue)

Alpha DecayAlpha Decay

energy transition  He  YX 24
2

4-A
2Z

A
Z ++→ +

−

BetaBeta--Minus (Negatron) DecayMinus (Negatron) Decay

•• RadionuclidesRadionuclides with excess of neutrons with excess of neutrons 
–– High N/Z ratioHigh N/Z ratio

•• Described by the following equation:Described by the following equation:

energy      YX -A
1Z

A
Z +++→ + νβ
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BetaBeta--Minus (Negatron) DecayMinus (Negatron) Decay

•• Decay results in conversion of a neutron into a Decay results in conversion of a neutron into a 
protonproton

•• Simultaneously ejectsSimultaneously ejects
–– a negatively charged beta particle (negatron)a negatively charged beta particle (negatron)
–– An antineutrinoAn antineutrino

•• Increases number of protons by 1 thus turns Increases number of protons by 1 thus turns 
atom into different element of atomic number atom into different element of atomic number 
Z+1Z+1

BetaBeta--Minus (Negatron) DecayMinus (Negatron) Decay

•• Beta particle Beta particle identicalidentical to ordinary electronto ordinary electron

•• Antineutrinos have infinitesimal mass and Antineutrinos have infinitesimal mass and 
no charge, so hard to detectno charge, so hard to detect

•• BetaBeta--minus decay decreases N/Z ratio, minus decay decreases N/Z ratio, 
therefore the daughter closer to stabilitytherefore the daughter closer to stability

BetaBeta--Plus DecayPlus Decay
(Positron Emission)(Positron Emission)

•• Same as betaSame as beta--minus, driven by nuclear minus, driven by nuclear 
instabilityinstability
–– This time due to deficiency of neutronsThis time due to deficiency of neutrons

•• Increases the neutron number by 1Increases the neutron number by 1

•• Described by the following equation:Described by the following equation:

energy      YX A
1Z

A
Z +++→ +

− νβ

BetaBeta--Plus DecayPlus Decay
(Positron Emission)(Positron Emission)

•• Decay results in conversion of a proton into a Decay results in conversion of a proton into a 
neutronneutron

•• Simultaneously ejectsSimultaneously ejects
–– a positively charged beta particle (Positron)a positively charged beta particle (Positron)
–– A neutrinoA neutrino

•• Decreases number of protons by 1 thus turns atom Decreases number of protons by 1 thus turns atom 
into different element of atomic number Zinto different element of atomic number Z--11

BetaBeta--Plus DecayPlus Decay
(Positron Emission)(Positron Emission)

•• Increases number of neutrons by 1Increases number of neutrons by 1

•• Positron decay increases N/Z ratioPositron decay increases N/Z ratio

•• Medical uses:Medical uses:
–– PositronPositron--emitting radiopharmaceuticalsemitting radiopharmaceuticals
–– Positron emission tomography (PET)Positron emission tomography (PET)

Radioactive Decay ProcessRadioactive Decay Process

•• Useful for visualisingUseful for visualising

•• Parent nuclide decays Parent nuclide decays 
to one or more to one or more 
daughter nuclide.daughter nuclide.
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Decay ConstantDecay Constant

•• Radioactive decay is a random processRadioactive decay is a random process

•• Impossible to predict which radioactive Impossible to predict which radioactive 
atoms in a sample will decay given a atoms in a sample will decay given a 
moment in timemoment in time

•• Observation of large number of radioactive Observation of large number of radioactive 
material, over a period of time allows material, over a period of time allows 
averageaverage rate of decayrate of decay

RadioactivityRadioactivity

•• Rate of DecayRate of Decay

•• Measured in Measured in becquerelbecquerel ((bqbq))

•• 1 1 bqbq = 1 decay per second= 1 decay per second

•• 1 1 bequerelbequerel = amount of material which will = amount of material which will 
produce 1 nuclear decay per second.produce 1 nuclear decay per second.

Decay ConstantDecay Constant

•• The relationship between activity (A) and Decay The relationship between activity (A) and Decay 
Constant (Constant (λλ) is) is

•• Where N = number of unstable atomsWhere N = number of unstable atoms

•• Decay constant is characteristic of each Decay constant is characteristic of each 
radionuclideradionuclide

NλA =

Decay ConstantDecay Constant

•• SI units of Decay Constant (SI units of Decay Constant (λλ))
–– Unit of sUnit of s--11, , 
–– HourHour--11 or yearor year--11 also usedalso used

•• The Decay Constant is an indicator of how The Decay Constant is an indicator of how 
fast OR slow a material will decayfast OR slow a material will decay
–– Large Large λλ = sample decays quickly= sample decays quickly
–– Small Small λλ = sample decays slowly= sample decays slowly

Physical HalfPhysical Half--LifeLife

•• Parameter related to decay constant is the Parameter related to decay constant is the 
Physical HalfPhysical Half--Life (TLife (T1/21/2))

•• Definition: Time required for the number of Definition: Time required for the number of 
radioactive atoms in a sample to decrease by radioactive atoms in a sample to decrease by 
ONE halfONE half

–– Where n = number of half lives.Where n = number of half lives.

n

NN
2

0=

ExampleExample

The initial activity of a radionuclide is 1MBq. The initial activity of a radionuclide is 1MBq. 
What is itWhat is it’’s halfs half--life if after 6 halflife if after 6 half--lives lives 
have passed?have passed?
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Physical HalfPhysical Half--LifeLife Physical HalfPhysical Half--LifeLife

•• 238238U (Uranium)U (Uranium) : 4.47 x 10: 4.47 x 1099 yearsyears
•• 226226Ra (Radium)Ra (Radium) : 1600 years: 1600 years
•• 99m99mTc (technetium)  : 6.4 hoursTc (technetium)  : 6.4 hours
•• 140140Xe (Xenon)Xe (Xenon) : 13.6 seconds: 13.6 seconds
•• 212212Po (Polonium)Po (Polonium) : 299 x 10: 299 x 10--99 secssecs

Physical Half LifePhysical Half Life

•• Longer the half life, the longer the isotope Longer the half life, the longer the isotope 
will continue to emit radiationwill continue to emit radiation

•• Half Life REMAINS the same, no matter Half Life REMAINS the same, no matter 
how many atoms presenthow many atoms present

•• The Half Life and Decay Constant of a The Half Life and Decay Constant of a 
material are related!material are related!

SummarySummary

•• NuclidesNuclides
•• RadioactivityRadioactivity
•• Radioactive Decay ProcessRadioactive Decay Process
•• HalfHalf--LifeLife
•• Decay ConstantDecay Constant


